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Deputy Mattie Cobb is in a dark place and has withdrawn from Cole Walker and his family to work

on issues from her past. When she and her K-9 partner, Robo, get called to track a missing junior

high student, they find the girl dead on Smoker's Hill behind the high school, and Mattie must head

to the Walker home to break the bad news. But that's only the start of trouble in Timber Creek

because soon another girl goes missing - and this time it's one of Cole's daughters. Knowing that

each hour a child remains missing lessens the probability of finding her alive, Mattie and Robo lead

the hunt while Cole and community volunteers join in to search everywhere, but to no avail. It seems

that someone has snatched all trace of the Walker girl from their midst, including her scent.

Grasping at straws, Mattie and Robo follow a phoned-in tip into the dense forest, where they hope

to find a trace of the girl's scent and to rescue her alive. But when Robo does catch her scent, it

leads them to information that challenges everything they thought they knew about the case. Mattie

and Robo must rush to hunt down the kidnapper before they're too late in Hunting Hour, the third

installment in critically acclaimed author Margaret Mizushima's exhilarating mystery series.
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What a wonderful book to add to the series... what's not to love? A super K-9 dog, growing in his

abilities day by day..... his handler Mattie, struggling with her past and trusting her partner Robo, Dr.

Cole is back, with his girls, his practice and Mrs. Gibbs while is a motherly figure for all, cooks

amazing food and has a Irish brouge that just adds to the story line. Dr. Cole has two lovely



daughters, and the youngest , Sophia is about to turn 9! Follow the story as Sophia gets kidnapped,

after there is a murder of anither young lady and see how Mattie and Robo are on the search to find

Sophia and help solve the murder....are they connected....must read to find out

I have read both of her previous books and liked them very much.This book is even better. "Edge of

your seat" suspense. I really like all of the information on how K 9 dogs are trained and work with

their handler. Love the interaction and relationship between Mattie and Robo. Can't wait for her next

book.

This is number 3 in the series. As I finish each one I say that's the best one. They just get better as

the series moves along. I really like Mattie Cobb and I love Robo! Look forward to next one. Highly

recommend

If you like mysteries and you like dogs, this series is for you. I have a German shepherd who does

nosework and I can tell you from experience that the descriptions of Robos tracking abilities is right

on the money.

If you love mysteries, and admire canines and their police handlers, you will love this book. Well

written, characters you will be drawn to and a fast paced story from beginning to end. Enjoy. Can't

wait for the next book in this series.

This is a great new series. I love the characters, the town, and the stories. I can't wait for the next

one. If you like strong women characters, realistic romance, dogs in mysteries this series is for you.

Excellent! I read this book in one night . I just could not put it down . Great series, read from first

book. Great characters, great mysteries, more please!

The story took awhile to get going & I didn't plow through it as quickly as I normally do. But, overall it

was good. The authors books are sweet & wholesome-with a little mystery mixed in. If you're a dog

lover you should appreciate it..
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